Dear Parents

To ensure the safe use of the Internet, each student and their parent/guardian is asked to read the Internet Use Contract and sign the Internet Use Contract as outlined below.

The Skooville Program is implemented to Years 2 to 6 in order to promote the safe and appropriate use of communications over the web and all students (Prep to Year 6) participate in a Cyber safety, e Smart Program within their ICT lessons.

Please read through the contract below with your child before they sign it and return to school by Wednesday 19th February.

Tamsin Bearsley
ICT Coordinator

Monica Ghirxi
Principal

\begin{tabular}{|c|}
\hline
INTERNET LICENCE AGREEMENT
\hline
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Internet Use Contract}
\hline
1. I will only be able to access the Internet when a teacher is present.
2. I will only use the Internet as directed by a teacher.
3. I will avoid pages which are unsuitable and TURN OFF THE MONITOR if I am in doubt.
4. I will tell the teacher IMMEDIATELY if I open a doubtful site.
5. When sending e-mail I will only write material that can be viewed by anyone.
6. If I break any of these rules I understand that I will lose my Internet access.
\hline
I have read and I understand the ‘Internet Use Contract’ at Chalcot Lodge Primary School.
\hline
Student’s Name: ______________________________
\hline
Student’s Signature: ___________________________
\hline
Date: _______
\hline
Parent / Guardian’s Signature ____________________
\hline
Date: _______
\hline
\end{tabular}